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From an idea by Sonia Blasioli 
Comic by chiara leone
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I am uncertain… 
which group of 

superheroes will be 
the most suitable 
to solve Planet 

Earth’s problems?

I got it! I will 
check in person 

every base!

So, we will understand 
together who will be able 

to help me!
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I should be close!

Hey Terrix! 
Sorry for the 

sprinkle

Hi Super 
Marina

I’m helping Little Bubble 
to refine the use of her 
breather! Come on Terrix, 

follow us!

We have arrived, 
that is our Island!

Thanks for the ride Marina, 
and well done for your 

sprinkles Bubble!

Terrix!
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Eat this juicy strawberry, 
hurry up before Super 
Carrot can see you!

Supergirl, let’s try again 
the super fruit cannon! 

This time, center my 
mouth!

Supergirl, Baby Fruit! You have 
really bored me now! You know 
that you don’t have to play with 

food!

Terrix, forgive these 
two triflers; 

and what about you… 
what are you doing 

around here?

I’ve come to ask for your 
help to decide who will 
join me solving Earth’s 
environmental problems

It will be a challenge for sure, but you 
can count on our help! 

I’ve heard that the Fruit Headquarters 
has developed some new methods to help 

Nature!

Come with us, I will 
show you!
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Hi Terrix!

Here we are, the 
Fruit Headquartes!

Fruits are growing 
microgreens!

Hi 
Terrix!

Here we are 
again!

Hey you! Am I seeing a 
candy?

Only sugars and artificial 
colours… this junk food 
will make all your teeth 

rotten!

Lunch is ready!
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Everyone at the table!

I’m 
starving!

First!

Leave some for me 
too!

This baked pumpkin is 
delicious!

Could someone 
please pass me the 

avocado?

Cabbage microgreens 
salad with emmer, boiled 

eggs and avocado

Rocket salad with 
strawberry, nuts and 

olive oil.

Fish balls with sesame 
seeds and spinach, with a 

side of olives.

Fruit salad with 
dark chocolate chips and 

whipped cream

Uff, we have eaten a 
lot! Everything was 

really good! Of course it was, we have produced 
everything you all have eaten!
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Welcome to our 
laboratory!

Hey, stop, what are you doing? 
You must be really careful 

with these small plants, they 
are very delicate!

They are delicate, but they 
are important in our diet 

because they are very rich 
in nutrients!

They are collected way before 
their maturation, that is why 

they are called 
micro-vegetables; in particular, 
they are collected between 7 

and 21 days from sowing.

When the first leaves are grown, 
they are ready to be served!
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These are future’s super-
food and our mission is to 
help all of the worldwide 
families to cultivate them; 
in that way, we promote 
a healthier and more 
sustainable diet for 

everyone!

You see?

…and moreover sweetie, 
we protect Nature and 
stop people who want to 

make her suffer!

No factories here!

You would better 
not hurt those animals 

or I will give you 
a lesson!
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Hi guys! Thank you for 
all, I will come back 

soon!

I am sure that everyone 
is getting really busy at 
the Fruit Headquarters

But before deciding 
which team will be 
the best, I want to 

visit all the remaining 
bases.

Wow!

Come on girls, work hard, 
I want to see more violet 

rainbows!

Hi Terrix, we are trying 
to practice for tonight 

show

You are invited, of course; It 
will be a show made of light and 
colour, I am sure you will like it 
a lot! We are waiting for you at 
7 pm, on the superheroes’s base 

rooftop garden.
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Meanwhile at 
Animals’s base…

HAHAHA, Hey! I thou-
ght that cats only 
fall on their paws!

It is easy for you 
talking Mister Owl, you 

have got wings!

Boys, boys! Guess who I found 
wandering around out there!
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My friend 
Chicca!

Hi Terrix!

Welcome to our 
Vertical Farm!

If you have any 
questions about… Super Lynx would be 

really pleased to 
clarify all of your 

doubts.

It’s time for me 
to go, 

you know, 
plants don’t water 
by themselves, eh 

eh!
Ehm, those plants 
actually water by 

themselves!

What you see, Terrix, is called 
Hydroponic system and it allows 
plants to receive water rich in 

nutrients, without wasting and using 
pesticides!
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Lighting is also very 
important, we use LED 
lights to simulate real 

sun light

With these lights, we 
can control how much 

fast plants grow

Due to this controlled 
environment, we manage 
to cultivate fruits and 

vegetables that couldn’t 
grow naturally in our 

climate!

Here we are at the end 
of our visit, Terrix!

Just a moment, I 
feel like I am missing 

something!
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Is everything okey, Terrix? 
You have to excuse us, 

our base is falling apart 
because it is an old, 

abandoned warehouse.

Here is what I was 
forgetting! Our job 

includes the renovation of 
suburb areas and degraded 
buildings, with the aim to 
create our greenhouses!

Ops, sorry, our 
fault!

But don’t worry, we are 
going to put back 

together this 
abandoned building!

Ok, good, but do it 
before someone 
could get hurt!

Terrix, now that you know 
Hydroponic, come to our base, 

we have introduced a new 
element!
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Hey Terrix!

Hi guys! 
What are you doing?

Oh, we are creating some 
decorations for tonight 

show!

We have floral 
decoration with 

fruits, vegetables 
and colored paper

We also have snacks, 
do you want some?

I did it myself, do 
you like it Terrix?

And, if they don’t 
fly away, we also 
have balloons!

I got you!

Who is there?
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Super Water Girl, why are 
you crying? 

What happened? I haven’t been invited to the 
show tonight; everyone will 

be present except me!

I am sure there is 
a mistake, maybe the 

letter has been lost?

No, I am sure they 
forgot me!

Terrix!

Oof!
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Oh my, that is Terrix!

Terrix, is 
everything 

okay?

How did he get 
there?

I am okay, 
don’t worry, 
it is just a 
scratch!

Come ‘on, it looks like you 
fell from 50 meters high!

Don’t worry Terrix, go to 
the factotum base, I am 

sure they know how to put 
you back together!

Factotum team! Report qui-
ckly! Terrix needs our help!

Guys, I told 
you, it is just a 

scratch!

I got it!

Et voilà, 
you are new!
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Hey, don’t worry Terrix, he is 
just Robert the shark, you know, 

we take care of fish for our 
Aquaponic system at the 

vegetables base!

Our task is to help fish get well 
and be sure they are in good health, 

well rested and well fed!

Come to see our Aquaponic 
growing system, so you will 
understand better how it 

works!
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Hey Super Spicy, fish are so ugly! 
Could plants get scared and so 
don’t be able to grow anymore?

HAHA, Big Onion, how many times do I 
have to tell you! Plants don’t care if 
fish are ugly or unpleasant, because 
it is thanks to them if plants receive 

a lot of nutrients!

Here we are!

Hi Terrix! IHIHIH!!

We can show you 
around our base if you 

want!

Oh, okay, HAHAH, Hi 
Pogo, thanks for the 

explanation!

You will see how much 
beautiful is our base, Terrix!

You see, the Aquaponic 
system is very similar to 

the Hydroponic system; but 
there is a little difference! The Aquaponic system is 

possible thanks to the 
fish!
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Water filled with organic waste, 
produced by fish, flows to the 
plants, that will eat it. In that 

way, they filter clean water that 
will come back to the fish and so 

goes the cycle.

This system creates a 
symbiotic environment!

The term 
“symbiotic” is 

used to intend a 
close interaction 

between two 
organisms.

Thanks to Aquaponic, it 
is possible to cultivate 

every kind of vegetables; 
moreover, it is possible 
to breed fish for the 
wildlife restocking.

Who wants a snack?

Dark chocolate covered with 
strawberries!

Uh, yeah! One for 
me too, please!
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Guys?

Why are you still there? The 
show will start soon!

Super Men/Women Heaquaters
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Come and take a seat, girls and boys, 
the show is starting!

Just in time!
Hey, Hi!

Terrix!

Hey, have you seen Water 
Girl? She is the Guest of 

honor tonight, but we can’t 
find her!

Here she is, don’t 
worry, I found 

her!

Can I take this 
blindfold off my 

eyes now?

Meow?
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Meanwhile, behind thescenes…

Has anyone seen 
Water Girl?

Keep calm, I found her!Oh, thank goodness. My 
dear, are you ready to go 

on the stage?

What is happening?

Before presenting you 
our Guest of honor, 

let me give the floor 
to Lady Food!

Sunlight is very 
important for all of 

us, but don’t forget: to 
have a rainbow, we need 

the rain too!

And this is why we are 
pleased to present you… 

Super Water Girl!!
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What do you think, Super 
Water Girl, are you ready 

to kick off?

So you didn’t forget 
me! Of course, I am 

ready to!

Umbrellas in position!!

Let the colors go, girls!
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I got it! I have decided who 
will help me protecting our 

Planet Earth!
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Attention! Terrix is here; 
I have the honor to inform you that each 

of you is invited to participate in the 
preservation of the Planet!

We will leave at sunrise! Meanwhile, 
I wish you a good rest and thank 

you so much to all of you!
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